SteMaTo®: the first comprehensive SPD production management
Treating a large number of sets in time and correctly can only be done with the support of fully
process-controlled software that makes the efficient organization and management of all SPD
processes possible.
SteMaTo® is based on a
technique applied in industry
for production management
and monitoring. It is a
Sterilization
Management
Tool that monitors the entire
instruments process, from
use on a patient back to being
ready for use again in the OR.
SteMaTo® is not limited to
Track & Trace in the SPD; it
also
supports
the
organization of the entire cycle of sets and instruments: SPD, OR, nursing services and others
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SteMaTo®: the first comprehensive SPD production management
Treating a large number of sets in time and correctly can only be done with the support of fully processcontrolled software that makes the efficient organization and management of all SPD processes
possible.
SteMaTo® is based on a technique applied in industry for production management and monitoring. It is
a Sterilization Management Tool that monitors the entire instruments process, from use on a patient
back to being ready for use again in the OR.
SteMaTo® is not limited to Track & Trace in the SPD; it also supports the organization of the entire cycle
of sets and instruments: SPD, OR, nursing services and others.
SteMaTo® is continually changing
The SteMaTo® software continually adapts to the demands and wishes of its clients. It is not standard
software in which each change or addition incurs additional costs. An ALL-IN license comprises all
modules, both current and future, and all changes.
No additional or unexpected invoices. SteMaTo® follows your requirements in order to expand the
organization optimally and to change along with the changing working environment.

User-friendly
Typing free texts is limited to a minimum. All screens are designed for touchscreen operation. An extra
keyboard or mouse is not needed anywhere in the SPD. No more problems with cleaning them, no cables
and no lost space on the worktop of folding tables, pre-cleaning islands, etc.
Goal: a SteMaTo® SPD only works with touchscreens and without a separate keyboard or mouse.
.
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Tracking sets, instruments and processes
The traceability of each part of the
sterilization process is necessary for
patients’ safety, as well as hospital and
staff accountability.
It is also an important part of the
qualitative and logistic monitoring process.
Finally, there are unmistakable budgetary
advantages: steering of purchasing policy
and optimization of use

So tracking must not be limited to SPD
processes, but must involve the permanent monitoring of
 ALL sets (including loan sets),
 all processes (SPD - usage)
 a link to all those involved
 staff - surgeon - patient
An appropriate and workable identification during each stage of the process is only possible via a 100%
electronic route.


Tracking of sets and instruments
 Sets
 Storage
 OR use
 Link with the patient
 Instruments
 Each instrument can be followed through all parts of the process and use via a
unique data matrix code.



Tracking processes
 Sterilization processes
 Cleaning & disinfecting - packing - sterilizing
 Integration of the equipment parameters (washing machines, sterilizers)
 Interface with the equipment
o Automatic parameter clearance
 Document management: the scanned protocols of washing and
disinfection and sterilization are linked in the database to the
corresponding cycle.
 Storage
 Location of the sets and instruments
 Management of sterile storage

For tracking, SteMaTo® uses all modern techniques such as bar codes (SPD), a data matrix (instruments),
or RFID, depending on which option is best.
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Interface with the equipment
Both managing the equipment and storing the cycle parameters in the SteMaTo® database are standard.
 The disinfection and sterilization specifications are set in the properties of the instrument sets.
 SteMaTo® ensures that a SPD staff member cannot make a wrong choice.
 The parameters are compared with the validation values for the clearance of loads for the
equipment.
 Unauthorized clearance of loads is excluded.
 The cycle of parameters and charts are stored in the database.
 No more need to print out or store paper documents.
Data matrix
The data matrix provides the simplest and most efficient way of uniquely marking instruments.
Our experience shows that laser equipment under own
management is financially viable and workable for any hospital.
The time-saving generated by composing sets via scanning the
data matrix, combined with the substantial increase in patient
safety, leads to the conclusion that tracking down to
instrumentation level is a “must have” for the SPD of the future.
The generation of unique codes, applying the data matrix using a
laser, and reading the data matrix is fully integrated in SteMaTo®.
Moreover, suppliers’ existing data matrix codes on instruments
are taken over by SteMaTo® hassle-free.
Reading the code and displaying an integrated camera image is an integral part of SteMaTo®.
Notifications
Communication on instrument sets
between the users and the SPD is often
unstructured (verbally) or with the use of
notes, which is difficult to monitor and
unusable for the analysis of identified
problems. SteMaTo® allows structured
notification, linked to a set of
instruments, to be input on each screen.
A notification can be given varying from
sterility, functionality, etc., using predetermined dropdown lists. Notifications
appear where needed and can be sent to
those responsible.

Repair of instruments
If a notification concerns an instrument’s functionality, a repair procedure is automatically generated
for the responsible equipment manager. A defective instrument can no longer be included in a set
without the intervention of SPD staff and the responsible equipment manager.
Just as with tracking instruments within the SPD, data on the specifications for the repair (duration,
replacement instrument, estimated cost price, etc.) is stored here too.
The repair module can be linked with the internal ordering and repair system.
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Loan sets
Loan sets are a taxing and difficult-to-estimate aspect in the current SPD. So SteMaTo® includes a builtin loan sets component. The orders managed and monitored in SteMaTo®_Loan sets are linked in the
planning to the correct operation and integrated in the SPD process by scanning the bar code.
Read more in Part 4: SteMaTo_Loan sets
Planning
Efficient working of the SPD is inseparably connected with a correct and timely coordination with the
OR planning and so is a “conditio sine qua non”. An interface between the OR program and SteMaTo®
is essential for the optimization of
the department.
SteMaTo® can easily be linked with
virtually all existing OR planning
systems via an interface system.
The link between the surgeon-the
set-the type of operation is logged as
a basis for the planning.
With the next operation planning,
the surgeon receives an overview of
the sets last used with the specific
operation.
SteMaTo® is unique in how it
calculates a dynamic and always upto-date profile per operation. No more need to set up or adjust statistical profiles.
A complete planning like this gives the SPD a firm grip. As soon as sets are in the SPD process, they are
given priority according to their next usage. The priorities are retained throughout the entire cycle so
provide steering within the SPD for the benefit of the OR program.
This method of linking with the OR program also supports agreements made with surgeons on the
number of operations per day and makes it possible to monitor compliance. A message will appear when
setting up planning in the OR schedule if more operations have been scheduled than there are available
sets.
Both the OR coordinator and those responsible at the SPD receive proactive signals in the SteMaTo®
planning.
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Coupling of used sets and instruments to the operation
A connection with your OR program ensures that the used sets (and any other materials) are linked to
the operation-surgeon-patient.
Besides the option of opening a SteMaTo® planning screen with the correct operation information, there
is also the option of scanning the sets and other materials with a BesCo programmable hand-held
scanner and to link them to the
operation.
This enables you to obtain complete
online tracking down to patient level.
 Applicable everywhere
 No loss of time by staff
 Easy to execute
 Only a bar code reader needed

Logistics: Track & Trace
SteMaTo® is not limited to tracking sets of instruments in the SPD; it also manages the entire logistics
chain of each set and each instrument handled by the SPD. Each movement and storage in the various
storage spaces provided with dynamic location management ensures a workable and manageable model
adapted to the needs of any hospital.




Organization and monitoring of transports
 Internal transport
 Between SPD and OR(s)
 Loaded per storage space and sending transport trays
 Location management of storage spaces
 Structured storage and retrieval of sets
 Dynamic location management
 To and from the nursing services and consultations
 Collection of dirty instruments
 Supply based on need
 External transport
 From the SPD to other campuses
 Tracking
 Steering and monitoring of timely transport
 Steering of processes
 Emergencies
 On-call
Medical carts
 A dynamic operation profile is compiled as described in the point on “Planning”.
 Non-SPD goods can also be integrated into these profiles.
 This results in lists for the composition of the medical carts per operation.
 Printing a picking list
 Forwarding the list to the hand-held scanners
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Technical options for logistics management
Besides management via SteMaTo®, an option can be added in cooperation with the hospital: making
use of hand-held scanners.
All types of hand-held scanners compatible with the MCL technology are supported. The data is
exchanged with the SteMaTo® database via your Wi-Fi network and a web service designed by BesCo.
 SteMaTo® screens
 Specific screens, adapted to each (storage) location
 Accompanying wireless bar code scanners
 Hand-held scanners
Storage management in the OR and other storage locations is often made more flexible by using
hand-held scanners.
BesCo can set up the programming for different types of hand-held scanners to communicate
with the SteMaTo® database.


Online dual-directional communication
 Information and indications on the screen of the hand-held scanners.
 Monitoring and steering of the logistics process.
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Management Information System
The importance of budget control and the need for a transparent cost structure is unmistakably present
in the modern SPD. So correct reporting to management, SPD and OR line managers and SPD staff is
essential.
 Management reporting
 Deployment of staff and equipment
 Budget & Costs structure
 Reporting to SPD and OR line managers
 Overviews
 Lead times
 Production display
 Calculated degree of difficulty per instrument
 Reporting to SPD staff
 Instrument registration
 Process information
 Document clearance
 Report of cancelled instruments
Requesting management information can be done in different ways.
 Standard reports
A large number of reports place responsibility with the SPD in order to make a proper
analysis of the activities in the SPD: from production per period and per time slot to
the history of each instrument, including the usage per operation.
Some examples are given below:
 Overview of cancelled sets per location
 Production analyses per location, service, discipline, etc.
 Usage per operation, surgeon
 Urgent sterilizations
 Averages per hour - day
of the week - month
 Process history per set
(possibly linked to the
patient)
 Equipment usage
Each report can also be converted
into a Microsoft Office or PDF
format.


Integration in the data warehouse
o A number of export views are available in the SteMaTo® database.
o A permanent and documented structure simplifies the interface with your
data warehouse.
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Part 4: SteMaTo®_Loan sets : Coordination and management of loan sets
“From ordering to using on the patient”
The ordering, monitoring and tracking of loan sets is a very specific detail. Each surgeon, every hospital
and supplier has his, her or its own (usually not very optimized) method for processing a significant volume
of SPD activity (6 to 10%) and getting it ready for the next operation.
Initially, SteMaTo®_Loan Sets takes the individual surgeon’s existing working methods into account as
much as possible, but subsequently completely takes over communication, monitoring and tracking.
.
1.

Ordering loan sets
 Most fields are dropdown lists, adapted to the staff and
requirements of the hospital (place of delivery, time).
 Model or description: basic information so that the
supplier knows what the surgeon requires.
 Patient’s name: only visible to hospital staff and necessary
for linking the supplied sets to the right operation.
 The supplier, surgeon and others involved each receive
confirmation of the order via email.

2.

Confirmation and dispatch of the delivery



3.

At an agreed time (e.g. 48 hours before the operation), the supplier sends a confirmation
with the details of the sets that are to be delivered.
These details are then processed in SteMaTo®_Loan Sets by the person at the hospital
responsible for this (SPD - OR).
 The
SteMaTo®_Loan
Sets
database comprises an extensive
catalogue of loan sets from the
different suppliers.
 The expected sets are ticked.
 The number of trays with Loan
Sets are indicated.
 Non-existent sets can easily be
added.

Receipt of the delivery
 SteMaTo®_Loan Sets provides an overview of all orders with a color indication
of what is still to be delivered,
 an alarm for deliveries that have not been delivered at the agreed time,
 Receipt of the delivery is done by selecting the correct order and requesting the
detailed report.
 SteMaTo®_Loan Sets can be linked to any OR program. This means
that the order can be done directly by the surgeon, the secretariat
or the OR. The loan sets are fully tracked, down to set level.
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4. SteMaTo®_Loan Sets can be linked to any OR program and complete tracking in the SPD
 After reception of the loan sets, the
reception report will be printed and
compared with the shipment document
from the supplier
 The link with the surgical procedure is
done by scanning the barcodes on the
reception document in the SteMaTo
planning for this patiënt
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Part 5: What’s the difference between SteMaTo® - Besco Projects and other Track & Trace software?
The description of the functionalities of a traceability software system is usually geared towards answering
questions and defining specifications. Hence, such a review does not always clearly show the distinction
between the software packages with respect to certain important points.
In this chapter, Besco Projects wants to explain the features that make SteMaTo® unique compared to
other potential suppliers.


Schedule - BOM (Bill of Materials) - Priorities
The linkage with an OR package can be offered by almost everyone, including the visualization of the
OR scheduling in the traceability system and the ability of Central Sterilization Department (SPD)
employees to monitor the procedures from their workplace; but this is almost always where it stops.
Some suppliers allow static profiles with instrument sets to be linked to the surgery, but they do not go
beyond this.
Although described in detail in the Annex “Procedure Schedule”, a short summary of this feature is
provided below.
 For each combination of type of surgery and surgeon, a profile of the necessary instrument sets
(BOM = Bill of Materials) is created (based on the history of past surgeries performed).
 When a set is planned into the OR schedule, it is checked whether there are enough sets to schedule
all the surgeries that require this (these) set(s).
 If sufficient sets are not available, a warning signal is immediately issued, with or without a blockage
of the process depending on the hospital’s preference.
 This schedule, with an allocation of the sets, determines the priorities throughout the entire SPD
process.
 The functioning of the SPD (i.e. the order in which the sets should be handled) is entirely based on
the future use of the sets. Three categories of priorities are applicable:
 Blue = Urgent. To be handled immediately.
 All critical sets: if only one set is available or fewer than a certain number of sets are
available
 E.g. Five section sets, but least two need to be always available
 Red = High priority
 Example: in the afternoon, all the sets scheduled for the following morning are
assigned a Red priority
 Yellow = Medium priority
 Example: in the afternoon, all the sets scheduled for the following afternoon are
assigned a Yellow priority
 Result
 Almost no requests via telephone for urgent handling
 Greater calm and efficiency in the SPD
 This schedule is also used to link the sets to the patient by simply scanning the sets used during
the surgery into the schedule.



Module for notification and repair
Messages that indicate the condition of the set, such as “to be repaired”, “lost”, “unclean”, etc. are
usually communicated verbally, by a note or by phone, and are therefore doomed to be forgotten.
In each screen, each user (SPD, OR, Logistics, etc.) can create a notification as part of the “Notification
Module”.
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 A notification is a structured report, based on lists and features created by the hospital.
 Each notification is traceable, there is a person or persons responsible for it and it is visible
on the necessary screens.
An example:




the OR nurse selects an instrument from the existing set and creates a notification:
“Functionality - To be repaired”.
 Under “Assembly” in the SPD, this instrument is blocked and the notification opened.
Now there are two possibilities:
 The SPD employee can carry out the repair and create a notification for this.
 The instrument needs to be repaired, so the Repair Module is opened and a
request for the repair is submitted to the materials manager (or to the
responsible person).
Fully developed weighing module
After the surgery, both the OR and the SPD need clear information, as soon as possible, regarding the
completeness of the set(s) used.
 A safe, user-friendly method, which cannot be bypassed, is the weighing of the sets, both after
the surgery as well as after the assembling the set.
 But “weighing” is only feasible if there is a well-developed system behind this.
 After years of experience (more than five years) with this technique, it has now become a definite
added value for users.



Handheld scanners with link to the Kardex
In view of the logistics of using the sets, it is difficult to work with a barcode scanner that is connected
to a PC.
 Either the PC is not positioned in the immediate vicinity or is not visible (storage of sets,
sometimes in the ORs).
 When sets are being selected, based on procedure lists, it must be possible to scan these sets in
the storage room.
 For some scanning actions, an immediate response must be displayable:
o E.g. a nurse takes a set (scans it) and wants to know if this has already been assigned to
another surgery.
o The screen of the handheld scanner immediately displays the name of the set that can
be taken for use.
 If a Kardex is used in the future, the handheld scanner will be linked to the Kardex, so that it turns
automatically to the correct carrier.
 These handheld scanners are also useful for linking the sets used in the OR to the patient.



Actual traceability at instrument-level with fully integrated cameras
More than five years ago already, SteMaTo started to introduce instrument-level traceability as a
standard.
Integration of the Data matrix scanner and associated camera (since the Data matrix code may be so
small that a camera image is almost indispensable for being able to work quickly and smoothly):
 The camera of the scanner opens automatically if a set is opened that contains an instrument
marked with a Data matrix code.
 A set can be opened in the packing screen as soon as an instrument from the set is scanned.
 If a “temporarily” lost instrument is found, the relevant set can be located simply by scanning
(this can be done in any screen).
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Addition of external Data matrix codes during packing
 If the Data matrix codes have been created in an external software system, they can be easily
added to the database by simply scanning them in while assembling the set. This saves a
considerable amount of time and reduces the need for the services of specialized employees, as
a result of which these employees can be deployed more efficiently.
o Anyone can add the Data matrix codes; this employee need not have a thorough
knowledge of the instrument.
o The codes can be added, without losing time, the very first time the set is assembled.
 More and more suppliers are delivering new instruments with a Data matrix code. Even if this
code is unique, it can be easily added to the database simply by scanning it in while assembling
the set.



All technologies (Barcode (1D, 2D), Data matrix and RFID already in operation
The hospital can make use of all existing technologies according to its own preference and without the
need for any specific developments. An example:
 RFID: Belintra has developed the RFID tag technology, which can be integrated in or omitted from
the instrument baskets, as desired.
 In SteMaTo®, it is possible to:
o write the instrument basket codes onto the RFID tag (a simple RFID Writer costing
EUR 150 is required for this)
o specific Barcode - RFID Readers are easy to integrate (actually identical to any barcode
reader)



Modules for order/management of loan Instruments
The problem of loaner sets is a worldwide problem: the SPD is usually only informed when the
containers arrive at the SPD. After this, it is the responsibility of the SPD to find out all the necessary
information and ensure that the sets reach the OR in time.
For this reason, Besco has developed a specific tool called SteMaTo®_Loan. This is described in detail in
the procedure for SteMaTo®_Loan, but a brief summary is provided below.
 The surgeon or his secretary simply places an order in the SteMaTo®_Loan tool for the loaner
sets in the customary manner.
o The surgeon or his secretary selects a supplier, type of loaner set (sometimes simply
“Hip”), enters the date of the surgery and the name of the patient.
o From this moment onwards, the traceability of the set is automated.
 The necessary emails (supplier, OR, SPD, etc.) are sent out automatically (the
name of a patient is not communicated to the supplier).
 Follow-up can be done by the SPD and all other involved persons can also
monitor the progress.
o Upon arrival of the loaner sets, barcodes are generated and a complete list of these
barcodes is printed out.
o By simply scanning these barcodes and linking these to the barcodes of the right patient
in the schedule, the loaner set is allocated to the appropriate surgery and also assigned
the appropriate priority in the SPD.
o Or in other words, how an always-urgent loaner set can be handled like any other normal
set!
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Consumables linked to the OR schedule
Of course, in addition to the sets, various consumables and pharmacy products are also required during
a surgery.
 Based on the same “BOM” principle, the list of consumables is also linked to the surgeries.
 The consumable files originate from the hospital files (ERP, pharmacy, etc.) that are used for
managing these products.
 Logistics staff or other employees are responsible for creating and managing these profiles.
 Using the same principle as for the sets, lists are created for the consumables that need to be
kept ready for the procedure, which ensures that the procedure carts can be completed with
these products.



Endoscopy
Increasing demands are being made by external accreditation organizations (Joint Commission
International (JCI), the Netherlands Institute for Accreditation in Healthcare (NIAZ), etc.) with respect to
the tracing of flexible endoscopes. Although these do not usually fall under the responsibility of the
SPD, the quality manager is the same.
 The Endoscopy module is fully integrated with the same SteMaTo® application as well as with
the same database.
 The Endoscopy employees only see the screens that are important for their work.
 The quality manager can monitor the process without having to go another program.
 (Partial) integration in the SPD runs smoothly.
 Only one program is necessary for maintaining the database.



Click-once installation and updates
In terms of the workload of the IT department, easy installation and trouble-free updates are very
important.
SteMaTo® makes use of the Microsoft Click Once tool:
 Initial installation of SteMaTo® takes 30 seconds, but the installation process when adding or
replacing a PC is also extremely easy.
 During each start-up, SteMaTo® checks whether a new version is available and this is
automatically installed without any third-party intervention.
 For SteMaTo®, three to five new versions are installed on average per year (in the start-up phase,
this number can be higher). Due to this method of working, the installation can be done without
causing any hindrance to employees.



Recovery of data from the existing database:
Building up the database and the structure of the data are very important, not only for future analyses
but also for other users (such as OR) of the data from SteMaTo®.
 The data from an existing database are exported into an Excel template.
 Together with the managers of the SPD and OR, the data are checked and if necessary, the
structure is adjusted.
 Example: for checking whether a set is complete after use, it is important for the
nurses that the structure makes this checking process as easy as possible, e.g.
for a pair of tweezers:
 Tweezers/Traumatic/Length/...
 The Excel data are loaded into the SteMaTo® database so that this is fully equipped for future use.
 Besco guarantees proper guidance to ensure that this is possible.
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2. Instrument Tracking: All-in solution
 General
To properly implement traceability at the instrument level, the instruments are provided with a Data
matrix code (the only usable method at present) and the content of these (unique) Data matrix codes
must be integrated into the traceability database.
There are two options with respect to the Data matrix codes:
 Use of the Data matrix codes (new instruments) applied by the manufacturer
 Application of Data matrix codes by the hospital
 Laser
Studies indicate that laser technology is the best technology for engraving these Data matrix codes.
This technology keeps the surface of the instruments intact and it can be applied to most types of
materials.
The most common objections that are usually raised against the hospital applying the Data matrix
codes itself using laser technology are:
 High cost of the laser
 Use of the appropriate parameters depending on the size of the Data matrix code and the type
of material
 Creation of the unique codes for the Data matrix
 Linking of these codes to the traceability database
 Very time-consuming and can only be done by employees with an excellent knowledge of the
instruments
Based on our more than five years of experience at Besco with this technology and its related issues, we
have been looking for a way to make this technology affordable and easy to apply (Total Cost of
Ownership).
The Besco Solution
 After a thorough search and many tests carried out, we have opted for a
Besco Fiber Laser: not only because of its high quality, but also because of its
extremely user-friendly autofocus feature.



Our R&D department has developed the necessary templates, so that simply
selecting the templates provides all the parameters required for engraving
any text or Data matrix code in various formats on any kind of material
(titanium, stainless steel, plastics).



Besco has developed a specific software system for generating and sending the unique codes to the
laser.
 For small instruments (i.e. micro-instruments),
the selection of no more than 4 characters is
sufficient for engraving a properly legible Data
matrix code of 1 mm.
 This method of operating the laser offers many
advantages:
 Any employee, even without a specific
knowledge of the instruments, can
operate the laser.
 Our experience shows that an employee
can engrave 300 to 500 instruments a day using the laser!
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Hence, the application of these Data matrix codes does not need to be done by an
experienced employee with knowledge of the instruments. These instruments are
provided at random with a Data matrix code.
Linking of the Data matrix codes to the SteMaTo® database:
 When the set is assembled with the laser-engraved instruments in the packing area for
the first time, the employee can select the “Add Data matrix Code” menu.
 As soon as the instrument is selected in the packing screen and the Data matrix code has
been scanned, the code is processed in the database.

For this unique combination:
 High-quality Besco Laser
 Templates, standard and customized
 Laser management software
 Read module in SteMaTo®
Data matrix camera SurgiScan

After a thorough testing of affordable devices on the market, Besco selected SurgiScan, which it
has been using for several years now.

In recent months, together with the manufacturer, we have made major changes in the
supporting software. The reading of the smallest and even blurred codes is exceptionally easy
with SurgiScan.

Based on this, Besco Projects has acquired the distribution rights for SurgiScan.
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